
Product Information Product Application Catalog Reference #
Standard Warranty 

Coverage
Standard Warranty 

Length

AAT AVL Systems with GPS Vehicle Monitoring N/A All parts and repairs 2 Years

Item Standard Unit Price Proposed Unit Price Difference % Percent Difference

Hardwired GPS Devices for Municipal Owned Vehicles (completely 
installed including manufacturers warranties)

 $                      180.00  $                      170.00  $                        10.00 6%

Mobile GPS Devices for Municipal Owned Vehicles (completely 
installed including manufacturer’s warranties) 

 $                      180.00  $                      170.00  $                        10.00 6%

Mobile GPS Devices for Contractor Owned Vehicles (completely 
installed including manufacturer’s warranties)

 $                      180.00  $                      170.00  $                        10.00 6%

AVL Monitoring Monthly Data Services
Frequency – 10 seconds Fee per Month  $                        30.00  $                        25.00  $                          5.00 18%
Frequency – 15 seconds Fee per Month  $                        18.00  $                        15.00  $                          3.00 18%
Frequency – 60 seconds Fee per Month  $                        18.00  $                        15.00  $                          3.00 18%
Reactivation Fee per Month  $                        25.00  $                        20.00  $                          5.00 22%

AVL Monitoring Software including training, installation, and reporting 
(completely installed including manufacturers warranties)

 $                      800.00  $                      200.00  $                      600.00 120%

Extended Warranty - $10 per vehicle per year
Proximity sensors - Plow Up/Down  $                      150.00  $                      110.00  $                        40.00 31%
Hydraulic Sensors - Plow Up/Down  $                        80.00  $                        60.00  $                        20.00 29%
Switch Sensors  $                        50.00  $                        20.00  $                        30.00 86%
AirLoom Portable Battery powered GPS hardware  $                      180.00  $                      150.00  $                        30.00 18%
AAT RoadWatch RS232 attachment for sending temp. data  $                      180.00  $                      150.00  $                        30.00 18%
Additional Enclosure  $                        20.00  $                        10.00  $                        10.00 67%
RFID - Driver / Passeneger / Asset monitoring Hardware  $                      200.00  $                      180.00  $                        20.00 11%
RFID Installation  $                        80.00  $                        60.00  $                        20.00 29%

Air Automotive Tracking (AAT) Pricing

Hardware Costs

Monthly Operational Costs

Software Costs

Supplies, Maintenance, Repair Materials, and Extended Warranties



Product Information Product Application Catalog Reference #
Standard Warranty 

Coverage
Standard Warranty 

Length

AAT AVL Systems with GPS Vehicle Monitoring N/A All parts and repairs 2 Years

Item Standard Unit Price Proposed Unit Price Difference % Percent Difference

Air Automotive Tracking (AAT) Pricing

RFID TAGS  $                          3.00  $                          1.00  $                          2.00 100%

Service Not under Warranty: $80 for first hour

Volume Discount 5 % Off Quantities over 100 units

All Other Costs

Discounts
Prompt Payment Discount 2% 10 Days



Additional 
System Solutions

Solutions already available to you through the AAT System

There are a few new solutions available on the AAT System that some Users have not had the chance to discover 
yet. This document will go through some of the additional features available to AAT Users.  Please do not hesitate 
to contact us if you would like further information on how to access these solutions and resources.    

www.aatracking.com info@aatracking.com

Take the Photo...

Utilize your smart-phones to take pictures and share locations
and photos with everyone in real-time.
Click on the ‘Jobs ‘ tab in the Real-Time Map page to see App User’s photos. 
Click on the ‘Locations ‘ tab in the Real-Time Map page to save and view your custom locations and dispatch the closest vehicles. 

Do You have an Android or Apple Smart-Phone with Camera?

RFID readers can be applied to trucks and RFID tags can be applied 
to any asset in order to report the time a certain asset was visited.

Right-Click on specific vehicles on the Map Page
to open separate windows that will follow vehicles

AAT has also utilized NFC technology to allow Users with cell phones
to read these tags and document that they were at a particular location.

View
App-User 
Locations

oto...

e Locations tab in the Real Time Map page to save and v

Select which marker you would like to apply... Share the Job between all Users.. Close the Job and leave a record

Obtain The AAT Mobile Applications to unlock new features
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Verify if duties are performed and document when locations are visited

AAT’s Applications and Mobile Solutions
can assist in documenting and monitoring when
certain equipment has been viststed for servicing.

The data contained within the tags will 
immediately be uploaded to the AAT servers in 
Real Time in order to Record who visited the
equipment and performed servicing. 

In this example, mobile applications can read tiny 
specialized tags fastened on any asset.

Tags can be placed on any asset or location to verify 
the location was visited by one of your representatives

When a Tag is read by the AAT mobile application, it will immediately be reported for all to see

The tags can contain information regarding the
equipment  in order to assist in service calls.
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We have RF-ID Badges ready and available! 

Ask us about about our printed Identification badges for your employees. 
Not only do these forms of identification offer better branding and servicing of your company
or organization but they can also be used with any of AAT’s RFID solutions to:

- Identify which employee drove
 which vehicle, with the 
 AAT in-vehicle RFID system

- Keep track of Employee Hours, 
 through the AAT automated 
 office time sign-in system

Link-up your GARMIN devices to our hardware AAT
Hardware

Driver communication 
& Routing

By having the AAT AXON connect to the in-vehicle GARMIN device,
the Dispatcher is able to remotely send messages and destinations to the Driver. 
When the message arrives, the Driver just presses GO on the GARMIN unit 
and it will lead him to the next location. 
The Dispatcher can then be alerted when the vehicle’s destination is reached.

Speeding Alerts can be configured to the actual road’s speed limits to either 
alert the driver of over-speeding or report to the server when this event occurs.

As convenient as reports are, most Users may prefer not to have to reference these reports all the time. 
Alerts can therefore be set-up for Users to be alerted by email or text when something out of the ordinary occurs. 
An example of an Alert could be being notified when the GPS device is being tampered with.
Another Alert could be set to notify you when the Road-Speed limit has been breached by your drivers.
Contact your AAT representative to find out how to set these notifications up.  

Email or Text Alerts can be sent to notify you of any irregularities.
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If you have any trouble accessing
these new features try going to 
the Support section of our
Web-Site once you login to view
any of the demonstration videos.

Try Exporting to Google Earth from the 
Trip Report screen or go to the AAT 
download page. 

If you don’t have your free copy of Google Earth yet, download one now by typing  “Google Earth Download” 
into any browser Search Engine, and begin taking advantage of this great free tool to view past data from all 
angles in 3D.

Export / Import Mapping Data to / from Google Earth

The export to Google Earth feature is particularly 
useful if there is a legal dispute or claim. 
Past vehicle positions can be downloaded for 
a certain date and this tiny-sized file can be sent to 
multiple parties who only need to drag and drop the 
file into Google Earth in order to view the data.

Download your Free Copy of Google Earth



AXON TM

AXON mini Features:
- HSPA / CDMA / GSM Network Compatible
- USB Support for Direct Communication to PC
- USB Host 2.0
- 4 IN/OUT
- New Internal 3.7V Battery 
- 1 Mbit memory on board
- Salt/Sand Spreader Controller Integration.
- RFID Driver ID Reader Integration
- Garmin FMI Integration and Communication
- Accelerometer (optional)
- Sleep Mode Power Management
- Minimal Power Consumption
- Data Storage Capabilities
- Internal Antenna 
- S08 Processor
- Optional Alert Sounds from Server to 
  Hardware device.

External Sensors

Third Party In-Vehicle 
Technology Information

All information to be transmitted to Server

Over the Air Software Updates
Sleep mode Power Management
Data Storage capabilities in poor reception
Internal GPS and RF antenna

AXON RFID Driver Identification

Superior GPS technology
utilizing GLONASS and GPS 
satellite sytems simultaneoulsy together
with Assisted-GPS capabilities to give
fast & accurate position information
with Minimal Power Consumption.

minimini

minimini

The AXON Mini was designed as a simplified solution to allow for economical vehicle tracking.

The AXON Mini is an inexpensive solution to monitor vehicle fleet GPS positions and 
OBDII information where required.  

The AXON Mini features a serial interface, up to 4 inputs, or up to 4 output ports. 
A USB Host interface is also available to upload firmware or adjust parameters. 
 
AXON Mini can easily be integrated with third-party solutions and transmit the information 
over-the-air.

Vehicle location information and in-vehicle third-party information is transported over a 
wireless network to the back-end server and can be viewed from any PC, tablet, or smart phone.

AXON Mini is available with internal antennas and can work with 12V and 24 V applications.

The AXON Mini is designed to send messages within a predetermined time interval which
can also be altered remotely. In addition, it has the capability to send event messages
whenever the preselected events occur.  

All the set-up parameters and software can be changed/upgraded over-the-air without 
customer intervention.

Air Automotive Tracking Inc.
2-3994 - 616 Corporate Way 
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
(855) 692- 4756
www.aatracking.com
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Physical Specifications
 Dimensions 9.3 x 5.8 x 1.5 cm / 3.5 x 2.25 x 0.65 inches
 Weight 74g

GPS Specifications
 GPS  - 50 channel GPS
 Accuracy – 2m
 Tracking Sensitivity -162 dbm
 AGPS

Modem Specifications
 GPRS, CDMA 1xRTT, HSPA
 GSM – Quad Band 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
 CDMA – 800/1900 MHz
 HSPA -  900/2100 MHz

I/O Specification
 USB Interface   1 mini USB for software updates USB Host 2.0
 Inputs    Up to 4 Inputs
 Outputs    Up to 4 Outputs
 Serial Interface   1 Serial
 GPS/GSM Antenna  Internal
 Status LED   GSM, GPS, Mode
 ATD Inputs   Up to 3 ATD with 3.3V input

Features
 - Available in GSM, CDMA, HSPA
 - Messages can be buffered when network not available
 - Available with internal antenna
 - Over the air firmware upgrades
 - Over the air parameters setup
 - Interface with third party vehicle based modules
 - e-mail messaging on events
 - Garmin interface through RS port or USB port
 - Unlimited number of geofences

Electrical Parameters
 Operating Voltage:  7 – 36 V DC    
 Power Consumption:  2 mA sleep mode    
     100 mA active mode

AXON TM

Environmental Parameters
 Operating Temperatures:  -40 to +85 C     
 Humidity   94% RH 

mini



School
Solutions
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Week of September 30, 2013

H = Home Pick-up; S = School Drop-Off; P = School Pick-up; D = Home Drop-Off = Drop Off at Alternate Address

H S P D H S P D H S P D H S P D H S P D

Stop 1 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Stop 2 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Stop 3 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Stop 4 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Stop 5 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Stop 6 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

3

2

5

4

1

5

Ashbury Rd / Lester Lane

Patio Dr. / Village Street

STUDENT NAME

Harbour Lane / Wilson Ave

Lancaster Dr / West 53rd Street

Vista Ave. / Ridgewood Dr

Venice Dr / Colonial Ave

Stuart Mackinnon

George Fusco

Yun Chung

Anthony Pope

Vicktor Pope

Janet Pazilli

Karena Buxton

Pia Clark

Jeremy Campbel

Mark Jones

Delisa Hinnant

Fae Minard

Naomi Clark

Lyndsay Clark

Bryon Beecham

Clyde Billups

Chassidy Collington

Dewayne Dedrick

Elena Janicki

Viva Carboni

MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAYTHURSDAYTUESDAY

Weekly Attendance Report

Vehicle: 213 Driver: 13945

Route: 2A - 12AAT has developed specialized 
solutions to be placed in school
buses and vehicles that 
pick-up and deliver children to 
camps or schools.
By integrating AAT Vehicle 
Communication and GPS hardware 
with RFID technology, Parents and 
Supervisors can not only view 
vehicle positions, but can also verify 
when and where the specific child 
they are responsible for is picked-up 
and dropped-off. 
Additionally, should a child not
make a scheduled pick-up or drop-
off. An Alert can be sent to notify the 
appropriate parties involved.
AAT has also developed personal 
tracking hardware, known as the 
AirLoom, that can be placed with
children and act as an alerting 
device and panic button on its own.

AAT has designed & developed all 
hardware and software on the AAT 
system. Therefore any customized 
solutions, if not already available, 
can be designed with AAT and easily added.
Currently, the AAT Weekly Attendance 
Report will help to organize pick-up routes 
and locations and allow only the specific 
parties involved to know which children 
should be picked-up or dropped-off at certain 
times and locations each day. 
In-vehicle Alerts can also be implemented to let 
everyone know if an incorrect drop-off has occurred. 
Email or text Alerts are also available to notify the 
assigned guardians immediately.

Eliminate all Unknowns

Specialized Reporting
for Daily Activities

Mobile Applications
Allow to reference 
location and status
in Real-Time.

ber 30, 2013

p; S = School Drop-Off;ffff P = School Pick-up; D = Home Drop-Off = DDDroopp OOOffffffffffffffff aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatttttttttttttttttt AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAllterrrrrrrrrnnnnnnnaate AAAddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddrrrrreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

H S P D H S P D H S PP DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH SSSS PPP DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD HHHHH SSSSSSSSSS PP DD

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√ √√√ √√ √√ √√ √√ √√

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √√√√ √√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√ √√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√ √√√√ √√ √√√

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

m

ngton

rick

MONDAY WWWWWWWWWWEDDNNNEESSDDAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYY FFFFFFRRRRRRIDDDDDDDDAAYYTHTHTHTHTHTHHHTHHHTTHTHTTT UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUURSDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYTUESDAY

dance Report

Driver: 13945

Route: 2A - 12
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As convenient as these reports are, most Users may prefer not to have to reference these reports all the time. 
Alerts can therefore be set-up for Users to be alerted by email or text when something out of the ordinary occurs. 

Any report, in any specific format you require, can be developed and provided.
If there is a report that is not available then AAT can create a customized report. 
AAT has developed all aspects of the hardware and software used; allowing for the most flexibility
in creating customized solutions.

Email or Text Alerts can be sent to notify you of any irregularities.

Mapping and Reporting Solutions are available that 
allow Users to monitor almost any facet of operations 
and driver / vehicle behaviour.
Users simply login to the AAT system to access their 
specific customized features to view all the recorded 
and logged data. 

Make sure the correct locations are visited and Pick-ups are made

Verify attendance
Monitor correct routes

Personal GPS Tracking

p

specific format you require, can be developed and provided.
il bl h AAT i d

Mapping and Reporting Solutions are available that 
allow Users to monitor almost any facet of operations 
and driver / vehicle behaviour.
Users simply login to the AAT system to access their 
specific customized features to view all the recorded 
and logged data. 

M
a
a
U
s
a

Verify attendance
Monitor correct routess 

2A142A14

AAT has developed is the AirLoom, which is a portable device, that is small enough to be placed 
into a pant pocket or backpack and continuously transmits position in Real-Time. 
The AirLoom can be configured in many ways to transmit at any desired interval, send out alerts 
when a pre-specified Geofence diameter is crossed, or just act as a Panic button.
If pick-ups or stops are missed or not made, the AirLoom can provide the added benefit of 
locating the missing child. 
Additionally, the AirLoom can double as the RFID tag and be the sole piece of hardware required
for some children to carry.



Navigation

Routing Optimization

Parents are able to mark which days their children are not 
meant to arrive to a pre-scheduled pick-up location. 
The system will then optimize the route in real time.
Additionally, should a child’s attendance be listed as absent 
during the day the home delivery route can automatically 
be changed and optimized to exclude needless drop off 
points and factor-in new traffic information. 
Additionally, should there be an issue with one vehicle the 
remaining fleet can help cover the remaining pick-up points.

While driving the navigation screen will lead the driver through the optimized route. 
At designated stops the screen will display the picture and identity of each passenger
for the driver to verify that each RFID tag is registering the correct  passenger.

RFID Tags
A wide variety of tags are available that can be worn or 
embedded into clothing or school bags, books, stickers, 
bracelets, and more.

On-Board Camera
On-Board Cameras can be provided to 
monitor and record all activity at all times.
Vehicle location data is transmitted in real-
time and video data will be stored and
downloaded once the school WiFi zone is
reached. Data ‘still-shots’ can also be periodically sent.

Name: Daniel Svarra
Student ID:  782
Pick-up Loca on: 
    Bedford Ave / Yonge St.
Drop-off Loca on
    Bedford Ave / Yonge St.

Alternatively, Cameras can monitor Passengers 
or Drivers or both and additional devices such 
as Driver Breathalyzers can also be added to 
the solution.



APRIL 10, 2012  

6:00 AM Wednesday
6:30 AM Den st Appointment 3:00pm

7:00 AM

7:30 AM 11-04-2012
8:00 AM Pick-up BUS # 18

8:30 AM School  Arriva l

9:00 AM Enter School Thursday
9:15 AM Enter Classroom 5

9:25 AM Exit Classroom 5

9:30 AM Enter Classroom 5 12-04-2012
10:00 AM

2012 Year 10:30 AM Exit Classroom 5

11:00 AM Enter Classroom 3 Friday
April Month 11:30 AM

12:00 PM Exit Classroom 3

10 Day 12:30 PM Enter Cafeteria 13-04-2012
1:00 PM Exit Cafeteria

1:30 PM Enter Classroom 6

2:00 PM Saturday
2:30 PM

3:00 PM Exit Classroom 6

3:30 PM Enter Auditorium 14-04-2012
4:00 PM
4:30 PM Exit Auditorium Sunday
5:00 PM Exit School

5:30 PM Pick-Up Bus  # 12

6:00 PM Drop-Off Bus  #12 15-04-2012
6:30 PM
7:00 PM Monday
7:30 PM

8:00 PM

8:30 PM 16-04-2012
9:00 PM

Break

16

10
VIEW SCHEDULE

EDIT SCHEDULE

12

13

14

11

Tuesday

HIGHLIGHT IN SCHEDULE:
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WEEK AT A GLANCE









NOTES / TO DO LIST



ADD EVENT

EDIT TIMES

Indoor Classroom Monitoring
Automate and speed up the process of taking attendance
in the classroom, on-route between the home and school, 
and also on ‘field-trip’ excursions. 
Minimize the potential of not having students
accounted for and have a record of locations
visited each day.  

Smart-Phone and Home PC monitoring
Applications and remote logins to the online reporting solution can be used to  provide Parents with a means 
to set-up alerts of when their child is not at an expected location. Additionally, these applications allow
Parents to alter their child’s schedule securely and update all parties involved of their child’s whereabouts.

Weekly Classroom Attendance Report

Package Includes:
1 on-location server
up to 1000 RFID cards

Parents arriving to the School with the Application loaded 
on their Smart-Phones or optionally with an issued RFID tag 
will also alert the supervisor(s) in the classroom where the 
child is located, that the parent has arrived to the school. 
Depending on the desired system logic the parent may 
either be informed of the correct location or the child may 
be notified of the correct exit point. The logic and 
authentication can further be customized.

Devices will be mounted by all 
entry points and can optionally 
run from battery power
or constant power supply.



EXTRA INCLUDED FEATURES 

Smart-Phone Technology Solution Capabilities 

Vehicle Circle Check 
To enforce and document that Vehicle circle checks 

have been done or to enforce certain locations have 

been visited AAT uses NFC tag communication, that 

when read by our mobile NFC applications will send 

and document the event to the server. This 

application can be used for a number of applications 

to document an action was performed or to document 

that an asset is present at a certain location. Tags can 

be placed anywhere to be read by our NFC tag 

readers. Solutions utilizing longer range RFID are also 

available to document Garbage bin Pick-ups for 

example. These tags can be placed on smaller assets 

not requiring GPS hardware to keep track and 

inventory of their whereabouts. Once a tag is read its 

position is documented in the AAT System. 

 
AAT Mobile Field Application – to Document Minimum Road Safety Standards 

AAT launched the field-worker application in early 2013 to assist companies with their asset management and 

deficiency reporting. AAT works very closely with companies and smaller municipalities to understand their 

requirements and has developed a system that identifies and communicates issues in the field in Real-Time. 

Municipalities are now training employees on how to use the AVL system along with the field-worker applications for 

IOS and Android smart-phones. AAT will be continually developing and improving this system and adding the Work-

Order scheduling software in 2016. In-the-meanwhile, AAT can integrate its solution with any other Work-Order 

scheduling system as well. The AAT system can import and export data in GIS form and many other formats and 

communicate with customer servers in real-time to keep data up-to date.  While most larger municipalities may already 

have their dedicated software for Asset Management, this application will still come in very useful to share job 

information or to report and share any other events to Users in Real-Time.   

Users can download the mobile application to monitor their locations and also to share information amongst Users in 

the same group. 

Photos can be uploaded and shared and comments can be made right away.  

This feature may also be useful to document completed operations. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



GARMIN Integration 
Garmin PDA devices can be plugged into the AXON device to enable the AAT dispatching system. 

The AAT Garmin Fleet Management page shows: the past messages sent and received, routing coordinates sent to 

drivers, and driver speeding violations from each Garmin device. Automated Alerts and Sounds can be sent to the device 

to alert the driver if they are speeding.           

                        
On the Maps Page the Dispatcher can simply find a location, then find the closest vehicles. Then from the same Map 

page (if the Garmin Dispatching is used) the User can send that vehicle’s driver a location with a message. The driver will 

then receive the message / next stop information. When the message arrives, the driver needs to simply press GO on 

the Garmin unit and it will lead him to the next location. An acknowledge message will automatically be sent back to the 

dispatcher who can monitor the vehicle position or simply be alerted when it arrives at the destination. Messages can 

also be sent back from the Garmin unit to the dispatcher. 

The Garmin device can serve multiple functions such as a Driver Login for Driver ID monitoring, keypad, navigation 

device, and a messaging terminal. Integrating with Garmin also provides additional data such as destination ETA. 

Specific speed zones can also be set-up through the Garmin device to alert the driver when they are going too fast in a 

certain area. This can also be reported on the AAT system to 

see how often it occurs. 

The Garmin devices can be used to implement the Field 

Dispatching solution. Basic work-order closure can be 

reported simply by showing the vehicle arrived and left a 

designated area. AAT is familiar with field services work order 

systems and is further developing its mobile application so the 

process can be facilitated and the process of filing and 

reporting work orders can be tied into the AAT system. 

AAT also created BOUNDARY®, its turn-by-turn beat / route 

guidance system. The AAT Boundary system allows for any 

driver to operate any truck on any beat and also utilize the 

additional GARMIN® hands-free, address guidance, and 

dispatching capabilities.  

Hours Of Service (HOS) features are also available through 

the GARMIN device to report and display driving hours. 



 
 

Some Garmin devices also come with an Hours of Service management feature. 

 



Service & 
Maintenance 
System Solutions

Create a back-up of all your operations
The AAT system specializes in reporting solutions for service and maintenance vehicles. 
AAT gained expertise by equipping snow removal and road maintenance operations vehicles in the winter, and
by providing solutions for waste disposal vehicles in the summer with reporting tools that help increase efficiency. 

AAT has integrated with many third-party controllers and sensors in vehicles to provide the information needed 
for employers and municipalities to efficiently manage and provide documentation for their operations. 
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Integrating with sensors to report PTO’s, loads, and hydraulic arm positions.

AAT specializes in vehicle communication, GPS modules, modems, RFID readers, and serial communication; 
and has developed and implemented numerous custom software solutions for the following tasks:

Monitoring vehicle locations and material use 

Reporting historical locations and vehicle informtion

Monitoring vehicle diagnostics in real-time

Verifying driver identification in vehicles

RFID readers can be applied to trucks and RFID tags can be applied 
to waste bins in order to report collection time and location.
Integration with weight scales and pressure sensors in 
trucks can also notify of full truck loads.
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All vehicle and trip statistics can be 
viewed at any time of the day and 
from anywhere in the world to get a 
detailed view of vehicle activity.

Ensure the Correct 
Locations are Visited

Monitor Correct Routes

Export / Import Mapping Data to / from Google Earth

Messages can be sent from the vehicle
at any rate from 5 seconds to 48 hours. 
This interval can be changed remotely.

Options to display traffic information,  
past positions, and other over-lays are 
also available to help guide Users along
the correct path.

Addresses or landmarks can also be 
searched and saved, and the closest 
vehicles to the searched address can 
also be located in Real-Time.

The export to Google Earth feature is particularly 
useful if there is a legal dispute or claim. 
Past vehicle positions can be downloaded for 
a certain date and this file can be sent to multiple 
parties who only need to drag and drop the file 
into Google Earth in order to view the data.

Information can easily be 
exported or imported to and 
from the AAT system to easily 
provide custom landmark data 
in the AAT system or to export 
vehicle data to Client  Servers.

Distance travelled, maximum speed, 
ignition, PTO, and more are reported 
to summarize the vehicle events for 
the day.
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AAT has integrated many 
different types of spreader 
controllers and sensors to
monitor vehicle status and
report on driving
characteristics. 

Maps and reports are 
available that display 
the spreader data in a 
user-friendly and 
useful format. 

All live data, along with historical data, will be available 24/7 on the AAT web-site for User reference. 

The entire AAT solution is Web-hosted, therfore no software installation will be required. 
The data reported can also be downloaded in multiple formats such as: PDF, WORD, Excel, XML and Jpg for map data. 

User’s can generate 
Spreading Reports 
in Real-Time to view
the spreader data, 
status, and the rate 
of application.

Specializing in reporting data for Municipal vehicle operations 

Custom Vehicle Markers allow to quickly report on the Vehicle Sensors’ Status’ 
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AAT has developed an Application for mobile devices in order to view and share server data directly while
out in the work-field. The AAT App can help organize work-orders, facilitate work-order documentation, and
allow employees out in the field to view the latest information. 
Users may share location, Job data, and GIS information through their mobile devices.

The AAT mobile App has multiple functions and can 
monitor: the mobile App User’s past and present 
locations, other vehicles’ and Users’ locations, 
and the amount of time a user spent at each location.

Additionally, Users can take photos, make notes, 
and plot their location on the AAT system map 
in order to share information in Real-Time.
 

Minimum Road Maintenance Standards have already been 
applied to the application to assist in managing these duties

AAT has developed an Application for mobile devices in orde
out in the work-field. The AAT App can help organize work-or
allow employees out in the field to view the latest information
Users may share location, Job data, and GIS information throu

The AAT mobile App has multiple functions and can 
monitor: the mobile App User’s past and present 

Field Application for Mobile Devices

The Selected Icons are downloaded to the 
Mobile Application allowing the Mobile 
users to Select the correct type of Icon 
they wish to use in order identify the type 
of defieciency they are trying to share. By Selecting the ‘Jobs’ tab on 

the Main Map Page, the position 
markers are displayed on the 
Map in the location where the 
photo was made. 

The Icons can be selected to be 
viewed, edited or closed.

‘Open’ and Past ‘Closed’ Jobs 
can also be searched to reference 
previous duties performed.

The Selected Icons are downloaded to the 
Mobile Application allowing the Mobile 
users to Select the correct type of Icon 
they wish to use in order identify the type
of defieciency they are trying to share. By Selecting the ‘Jobs’ tab on 

the Main Map Page, the position
markers are displayed on the 
MaMaap in the location where the
photo was made. 

The Icons can be selected to be
viewed, edited or closed.

‘Open’ and Past ‘Closed’ Jobs
can also be searched to reference
previous duties performed.
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Verify if Duties are Performed

AAT’s Applications and Mobile Solutions
can monitor and report on circle checks
in order to document that safety checks
are performed.

The data contained within the tags will 
immediatly be uploaded to the AAT servers in 
Real Time in order to still provide an Alert to
Drivers if certain tasks have been missed. 

In this example, mobile applications loaded onto 
any rugged mobile device can read tiny 
specialized tags fastened  onto vehicles.

The tags can also contain data. AAT’s current protocol allows certain tags to report on one aspect 
and appear in one set of reports, while other tags will appear in a different set of reports.
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By having the AAT AXON connect to the in-vehicle GARMIN device,
the Dispatcher is able to remotely send messages and destinations to the Driver. 
When the message arrives, the Driver just presses GO on the Garmin unit 
and it will lead him to the next location. 
The Dispatcher can then be alerted when the vehicle’s destination is reached.

Speeding Alerts can be configured to the actual road’s speed limits to either 
alert the driver of over-speeding or report to the server when this event occurs.

Garmin FMI Integration

AAT
Hardware

Driver communication 
& Routing

As convenient as these reports are, most Users may prefer not to have to reference these reports all the time. 
Alerts can therefore be set-up for Users to be alerted by email or text when something out of the ordinary occurs. 

Any report, in any specific format you require, can be developed and provided.

An example of an Alert could be being notified when the GPS device is being tampered with. 

If there is a report that is not available then AAT can create a customized 
report or new function. 
AAT has developed all aspects of the hardware and software used; 
allowing for the most flexibility in creating customized solutions.

Email or Text Alerts can be sent to notify you of any irregularities.

In this example, the customer requested an immobilizer and Horn 
Option on the Map page to either immobilize the vehicle or sound
the Horn when the vehicle is stopped.

Reports such as, but not limited to: 
idling reports, vehicle location reports, 
speeding reports, vehicle mileage 
reports, fuel reports, after-hours 
reports, salt-sand spreading reports, 
geo-fence reports, and diagnostic-
trouble-code reports/alerts are all 
included with the system. 

Group Reports allow Users to get an 
overview of the entire fleet or for a
selected group of vehicles.

Group Reports
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